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This paper reviews optical bistability in semiconductor lasers,

with particular reference to the potential switching speeds of the

systems demonstrated to date. Devices which switch by

redistributing a nearly constant number of carriers within the

active region should be faster, though less stable, than systems

whose transitions are attended by large changes in carrier numbers.

One system of the former type, the self-focused coupled cavity

laser, is analysed in some detail and is compared with the twin

stripe laser and the Fabry-Perot laser amplifier.
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1

Optical bistability may be defined as the existence of two

distinct, stable output states of an optical system for a single

input state or range of states [1-6]. Bistability occurs as a

result of a strong interaction between nonlinearity and feedback in

a system, stability being conferred by saturation of the

nonlinearity (uniform stability) and by losses (asymptotic

stability). The result is a characteristic curve of the form

illustrated in Figure 1. The phenomenon is of interest because it

exemplifies a certain class of nonequilibrium phase transitions and

because it has the potential to provide effective optical memory,

switching, amplification, pulse shaping and binary logic.

Bistable systems demonstrated to date have employed nonlinearities

in semiconductors, atomic vapours , liquid crystals and hybrid

electro-optical systems. These nonlinearities have included

intensity-dependent absorption and refraction in a resonant cavity,

intensity-dependent refraction and plasmon excitation at an

interface, self-focusing, temperature dependent absorption,

refraction and output polarization.
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The large resonant nonlirtearities available near the bandgaps of

semiconductors may be utilised to develop devices operating. at low

optical intensities and having short interaction lengths,

particularly in guided-wave configurations. Such devices should

have high speeds and require low powers, and hence may be

fabricated with high density in integrated optical and

optoelectronic circuits.

Bistable optical devices may be classified as intrinsic or hybrid

intrinsic devices feature optical feedback, usually by a resonant

cavity, and require an optical or optoelectronic nonlinearity.

Hybrid devices usually rely on electrical feedback and require an

electro-optical nonlinearity. Further classification may be made

according to the parameter(s) which distinguish between the upper

and lower states. These parameters include power or intensity,

polarization, centre frequency, temporal and spatial coherence.

The most obviously useful systems are intrinsic, with bistable

power characteristics, though other system types may be induced to

behave in this way by the insertion of the appropriate spectral,

spatial or polarizing filter(s).
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It is convenient to distinguish further between active systems,

which incorporate their own optical sources, and passive systems

which do not. The input to a passive bistable device is always

optical, while the input to an active device depends on how the

source is to be excited : electronic input (usually injection

current) is most common, though optical pumping and triggering is

also possible. Passive devices include nonlinear Fabry-Perot

etalons, nonlinear interfaces, self-focusing elements, liquid

crystal light valves and electro-optic modulators with electrical

feedback. Active devices include semiconductor laser oscillators

and superluminescent Fabry-Perot amplifiers. The latter are

classified as active devices because they feature internal gain

even though they are driven by an external source. A thorough

review of bistability in passive systems is contained in the

monograph by Gibbs [1] and the review article by Abraham and Smith

[2]. Active semiconductor devices are reviewed and compared with

similar passive devices in the articles by Adams [7,8]. The

expected advantages of active devices include speed, gain,

sensitivity and the ability to drive other devices, but power

dissipation and complexity may limit their use in parallel

processing operations requiring high density.

This paper concentrates on active semiconductor devices, that is on

bistable injection lasers and amplifiers. Following a brief survey
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of such systems, we offer a convenient classification based on the

charge storage properties of the structure. We then compare

devices which store carriers while in the lower state and which may

theref ore be expected to operate at high speeds and require low

switching powers. This comparison focuses on the Fabry—Perot laser

amplifier, the twin stripe laser and the self-focused coupled

cavity laser. The latter device is analysed in some detail as part

of this comparison.

Ji[LrW7 lEN 5i[1IiD1DLltEU’IDfR L

Semiconductor lasers exhibit bistability due to nonlinearities in

absorption, gain, dispersion, waveguiding and selection of the

output polarization. Pulse position bistability, in which

gain-switched laser pulses take one of two stable positions within

a clock cycle, has recently been reported [9], but this phenomenon

does not conform to the usual definition of optical bistability as

stated in Section 1, and will not be discussed in this paper.
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2.1 BISTABILITY DUE TO NONLINEAR ABSORPTION OR GAIN

First proposed by Lasher [10] and subsequently demonstrated by

Nathan et al. [11] and by Basov [12], absorptive bistability relies

on the presence of saturable absorption the system is essentially

an integrated source and cavity containing a saturable absorber,

and the absorber behaves as originally discussed by Szac3ke et al.

[13], bleaching at switch-up to enable the feedback, and recovering

at switch-down. The first approach was to divide one of the laser

contacts into two or more segments and bias one segment below

transparency (Figure 2a). The early work used GaAs homostructure

lasers [10-12,14] while later experiments proposed by Paoli [15]

using double heterostructure GaAs/GaA1As [16-25] and GaInAsP

[26—31] devices have demonstrated nanosecond switching times at

milliwatt power levels. To observe bistability rather than

unstable pulsations, it is necessary that the contacts to the gain

and absorbing regions be well isolated. This is not easily

accomplished apart from parasitic conductance due to the presence

of the highly-doped cap layer, there is an additional

photoconductive component via the active region when the device is

operating. With good inter-section isolation, absorptive

bistability in twin-section lasers may be characterised by a single

adjustable parameter [32], and is therefore readily controllable.
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To overcome the problem of providing strong optical coupling while

preserving electrical isolation, a second approach using two

distinct devices strongly coupled in an external cavity was

proposed [33]. This twin diode external cavity configuration

(Figure 2b), in which one diode isbiased to provide gain and the

other saturable loss, has exhibited absorptive bistability [34,35].

An alternative scheme has been suggested by Suzuki et al. [36], who

analyzed a standard double heterostructure laser with a

Ga0 95A10 05As active layer and an i-GaAs absorbing layer deposited

on one facet. Such a device has yet to be fabricated.

Contrary to expectations, the cleaved coupled cavity (C3) laser

(Figure 3) did not show absorptive bistability but rather

bistability due to gain saturation with both cavities biased above

threshold [37-39].

2.2 DISPERSIVE BISTABILITY

Bistability due to nonlinear refractive effects has been

demonstrated using a laser diode in a dispersive external cavity

[40-42] (Figure 4a), in C3 lasers at milliwatt power levels using
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electrical triggering [43,44] (Figure 4b) and in Fabry-Perot laser

amplifiers [45-50] (Figure 4c) using microwatt level optical

triggering . In each case the system is tuned into and out of

resonance by the changing optical length of the cavity. The C3

laser switching times were a few nanoseconds, those of the

amplifier slightly less than a nanosecond. Dispersive bistability

in emiconductor lasers is due to an intensity dàpendent refractive

index which arises not from a direct third-order nonlinearity of

the form n(I) = n0 + n21 (n0, n2 are constants), but rather from

the influence of injected carriers via a combination of a shift of

the absorption edge, free-carrier plasma dispersion and temperature

changes during operation.

23 POLARIZATION BISTABILITY

When a DH laser operates near its polarization transition

temperature, slight changes of temperature induced by CW operation

can result in significant changes in threshold gain for each

polarization [51,52]. The concept of polarization transition

temperature arises from the existence of stress in the laser

structure due to cooling following high temperature lattice matched

growth. This stress modifies the band structure and facet

reflectivities [53] and is obviously temperature dependent : below

the transition temperature most DH lasers are TM polarized,
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changing to TE at the transition point. Experiments by Chen and

Liu have demonstrated bistability due to this effect in GaInAsP/InP

lasers near 200 K, with switching speeds of the order of

nanoseconds [54,55]. The difficulty with this method is that

is a property of an individual device, depending on structure and

treatment during fabrication. Furthermore, the temperature changes

which are believed to drive the bistable transitions depend on

thermal impedances. T01 is usually 200-250 K, though it may be

possible to increase it to ‘ 300 K by deliberate introduction of

internal strain [51,52] with corresponding penalties in threshold

current and reliability. Adams has suggested that the reduced

threshold margin between TE and TM modes in distributed feedback

lasers might be utilised for room temperature polarization

bistability [7].

2.4 WAVEGUIDING BISTABILITY

Optical bistability due to nonlinear waveguidirig has been analyzed

[56] and demonstrated using closely coupled twin stripe lasers

[57-60] (Figure 5a) and using the self-focused coupled cavity laser

(SCCL) (Figure 5b), consisting of two wide stripe GaAs/GaA1As

diodes strongly coupled in an external ring resonator [61-64].
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White et al. [57-60] have achieved switching between gain-guided

modes crossing diagonally between stripes and a symmetrical mode

confined by the real index guide formed by the dip in injected

carrier concentration in the inter—stripe region. Sub-nanosecond

switching in this system has been triggered electrically [57,58]

and optically using milliwatt powers [59].

Mclnerney et al. [61-64] have achieved bistability in the SCCL, in

which spatial hole burning in the cavity leads to nonlinear

waveguiding and effective self-focusing [63]. The system is the

active analogue of an arrangement proposed by Kaplan [65] and by

Bjorkholm et al. [66] and demonstrated by Bjorkholm et al. [67]

using a classical self-focusing element and an apertured

retro-reflector. Both submicrosecond [64,68] and anomalously slow

[62] switching have been observed in this system.

2.5 CLASSIFICATION OF BISTABLE SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

Since bistability is synthesised from feedback and nonlinearity and

stabilised by saturation and losses, the dynamical behaviour of a

bistable system is governed by the characteristic times of each of
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these elements. The first and last of these times, the optical

transit time and photon lifetime of the cavity, are determined by

the length and quality factor of the cavity, and are largely

independent of the precise details of the nonlinearity. Because

most of the nonlinearities in semiconductor laser bistability

respond, saturate and recover by moving charge carriers into, out

of or within the active region, the remaining time constants depend

critically upon the charge storage properties of the system. In

waveguiding or modal bistability there is rearrangement of carrier

distributions but little change in the total numbers of carriers

present during bistable transitions. In absorptive bistability, on

the contrary, the recombination rate in the upper state is far

higher than that in the lower state, and consequently the overall

carrier numbers must change drastically during bistable

transitions.

Thus we make the distinction between ‘storing’ systems with

carriers in place, undergoing rearrangement of the distributions

but preserving roughly the same numbers of carriers in the active

region, and ‘non-storing’ systems in which carrier dissipation is

crucial to the nonlinearity, excited carriers being supplied or

removed by optical absorption/recombination or movement along a

resistive pathway during switching. [This distinction is analogous
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to that between reactive and resistive electronic devices according

to their ability to store field energy during operation.] Most

realistic systems undergo changes in carrier distributions and

numbers, and so lie between these two extremes.

As a general rule, storing devices should be faster but less stable

than non-storing devices. The latter are limited by carrier

recombination times. Usually at least one of the states is below

threshold, so the limiting response time is the spontaneous carrier

lifetime, typically a few nanoseconds. All absorptive systems

demonstrated to date have been limited in this way. Systems

exhibiting purely waveguiding bistability should not be limited by

carrier lifetimes and should be more sensitive to small changes in

electrical or optical input than absorptive systems having

comparable thresholds. They should also be less stable with

respect to external perturbations. Dispersive systems, because

they rely on carrier- and gain-induced index changes, usually

involve changes in carrier numbers and distributions, and offer a

useful compromise between speed, sensitivity and stability.

The most promising of the dispersive bistable devices demonstrated

to date is the Fabry-Perot optical amplifier, by virtue of its

sensitivity and relative simplicity, The remainder of this paper
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seeks to compare the switching performance of bistable

semiconductor lasers, particularly the FP amplifier and the present

examples of waveguiding bistability, the twin stripe laser and the

self-focused coupled cavity laser. To facilitate this comparison,

the next section contains an analysis of the latter system.

3 NiILY:IS 1flH ; iT’—’ttt1LI; t:LIiL 1DiWrWY iLSfR (t:(CLL)

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we present a summary of the procedure used to

derive the quasi-static characteristics of the SCCL. More complete

details are contained in Reference [63]. Following from the

conclusions of this analysis, we proceed in Section 3.3 to estimate

the critical power and limiting speed for bistable transitions of

the system.

The self-focused coupled cavity laser is illustrated in Figure 6.

Two anti-reflection coated 20 .im oxide stripe GaAs/GaA1As DR diodes

are coupled in a long external resonator consisting of four

microscope objective lenses Ll-L4 and high reflectivity plane

mirrors M1-14. The ring laser so formed is bi-directional.

Bistability is achieved when one laser current is fixed within a

certain range and the other varied slightly above the composite
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system threshold [61] (Figure 7). Towards the upper end of the

range the loop collapses and slow, irregular pulsations are

observed [62].

3. 1 INDUCED WAVEGUIDING IN A SINGLE WIDE STRIPE LASER

Induced waveguiding in a single laser is analysed by solving the

single-mode rate equations, the field equation and the boundary

conditions (the relative permittivity distribution)

self-consistently. We assume a fundamental Gaussian mode and use a

paraxial approximation, to obtain the transverse distributions of

the carrier density, refractive index and optical intensity. From

these solutions a ‘master equation’ is derived which gives the

light-current characteristics in inverse form. This result is then

extended to the case of two coupled diodes in an external ring

cavity and the resulting light-current characteristics compared

with those observed experimentally.

The model is essentially that of Buus [69] with the addition of

nonlinear waveguiding by spatial hole burning in the lateral (x)

direction. The single-mode rate equations are written in the
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following form

9N J N 92N c
(1)

= g{G - log[j}s + (2)

where N(x,t) and 5(t) are the electron and photon densities in the

active region of thickness d, J the injected current density, D the

electron diffusion coefficient, rig the group index, g the gain

coefficient per unit length, the confinement factor within the

stripe in the lateral direction, r5 the spontaneous carrier

lifetime, xact the internal (free-carrier and scattering) loss

coefficient in the active region, L the laser length and R the

power reflectance, the spontaneous emission factor. I(x,t) is

the normalised lateral intensity distribution

E(x,t) i2
I(x,t) = cc, ‘ (3)

j 1E(x,t)Idx
co

while Navg(t) is the spatially averaged carrier density

Navg(t) I(x,t)I(x,t)c (4)
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The relative permittivity distribution is given by

(x,t) = -2FyflactN(xit)’;
(5)

where n is the effective index of the active region, tact the

material index, F the vertical confinement factor and ‘ = -dn/dN

assumed to be a positive constant. The net material gain factor

G(t) for the lasing mode is

G(t) = [Fyflc g’(N)I(x,t)dx (1Fy)npassxpass]i (6)

with ‘1pass and c:pa5s the index and loss coefficient in the cladding

layers and g’(N) = g(N) - (N) the effective gain coefficient.

Both g and are assumed to be linear in N, with g(N) aN - b and

= a’N + b’. Solving the rate equations (1) and (2) in the

quasi-static limit, with negligible diffusion and consistently with

the Helmholtz equation for the electric field E(x)

+ (k2:
-
)E 0, (7)

in which k = 2n/0 is the free-space wavenumber and the
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propagation constant, yields the carrier density distribution

rJ rcb

N’ - — +
F’I(x)S

- Tca

1 + FxI(X)S
g

Assuming a fundamental Gaussian mode

1(x) 9 LexP(_x2/W)
(9)

and restricting the analysis to x << WL gives an almost parabolic

carrier density distribution whose width is intensity dependent and

whose value at the centre is

TJ TCb

N(O) =
(10)

1+ FAS
flg X

where A = (l/kh)(W/WL). The relative permittivity is similarly

distributed and its value at the centre of the stripe is

= -2Fyact’N(O)
(11)

which, upon substitution in the field equation (7), leads to an
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intensity dependent Gaussian beam waist = = (kn0q.’,

where is a function giving the intensity dependence of the

relative perrnittivity distribution. Knowing the carrier density

distribution we calculate the spatially averaged carrier density

from (4) and substitute in the photon number rate equation (2), to

arrive at the ‘master equations’ for induced waveguiding in the

paraxial approximation

1
[1+TrXAs]2

(12)
ed a k2nactFy’W rca

r’AS

and

S[r’ynact/n [(a-a’ )Navg + (bb’ )J [lFy][npasscpass/n]

- act -

log()] + flgNavg/TsC 0, (13)

which give the light-current characteristics : (13) gives W0 as a

function of J and 5, and substitution in (12) gives J as a

function of S.
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3.2 INDUCED WAVEGUIDING AND BISTABILITY IN THE TWIN DIODE LASER

We extend the analysis to the case of two diodes coupled in an

external cavity by writing two independent carrier density rate

equations and a common rate equation for the photon density in the

cavity. The resulting set of rate equations, neglecting

diffusion and assuming a steady state, is

J. N c

ed -r
l’l’l21

5 g

and

O = g[G1+G2 1act 2act iog[J]s +5(Niavg+ N2avg),

(15)

where the subscript ± takes the values 1 and 2 and the symbols have

the same meanings as in Section 3.1. The expressions for the

riormalised intensities I(x), average carrier densities Njaygs

relative permittivity distributions gain coefficients

g(N) and mode gains G and the Helmholtz equations for the
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characteristic curves of the SCCL. To compare with experimental

results we fix one current (say T2) and obtain the single remaining

light-current characteristic. For fixed we find Y2 (using (16)

with 1=2) as a function of 5, substituting in (17) and using (16)

with i=1 gives the desired relationship

TJ1 b 1 -2

a + 27C2S21 + 6(S)) — i] [t(1 + 6C(S) + 2]

(20)

where

3(5) = ce2S2(s) (31 + 2Y2)
(21)

Obtaining the real light-current characteristic from the

relation above is a trivial calculation, leading to the results

shown in Figures 8 and 9. The values used in the calculations are

given in Table 1, and the results are in good agreement with

experiment. Because we have limited our analysis to the lowest

mode in the paraxial approximation, we are unable to predict the

saturation and eventual collapse of the bistability by such

processes as gain-induced anti-guiding, filamentation, mode

conversion or thermal effects.
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3.3 ESTIMATION OF CRITICAL POWER FOR SELF-FOCUSING

Here we treat the induced waveguiding in the system in a manner

analogous to the analysis of bistability by self-focusing as

developed by Bjorkholm et al. [67]. The system, which is the

passive analogue of the SCCL, is illustrated schematically in

Figure 10. The refractive index of the self-focusing medium

depends on intracavity intensity as n(I) = n0 + n21. The Gaussian

beam propagates according to the equation

w(z) w(O)/[1 + (1
- Pin/Pcr)(2z1B)2], (22)

where w(z) is the beam waist, the input power and B the

confocal parameter (2rtn0/’.0)w(O)2of the beam. The critical power

for self-focusing is given by

cr =(;2/4T2)(1/8n2) (23)

provided that the length of the self-focusing element is

sufficient that 4!’2/B2 >> 1. The confocal parameter in our system

is approximately 20 j.m and the length of each element is 500 ..m,

that this condition is easily satisfied. We use a simplified
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analysis of spatial hole burning to derive an equivalent n2 for our

system and hence obtain a critical intracavity power using (23).

The result should give an order-of-magnitude estimate of the

critical intracavity power for switching in the SCCL.

The situation is illustrated in Figure 11. The injected current

density profile J(x) is depleted near the centre of the stripe by a

(subtractive) recombination current JR(X) due to hole burning.

This is given approximately by

JR(X) = g(x)I(x)ed/hi.., (24)

where g and I are the lateral distributions of gain and intensity

and i, the laser frequency. Since the system is near threshold, the

depression in carrier density near the centre due to the hole

burning may be written as

N(x) JR(x)TS/ed, (25)

with a corresponding local increase in refractive index

n(x) N(x)(dn/dN) = -&N(x)

—.‘g(x)I(x)i-3/hv. (26)
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Hence an equivalent n2 (from -n = n21) for our system is

(27)

from which we estimate the critical power to be

cr h
c0/32n2’gT5. (28)

Using the values given in Table 1 and g :(Jnom_ J0) with = 40

cm(kA cm2 .m’)’ and J0 = 5.0 kA cm2 im’ we find g : cm

under the conditions of the experiment, and calculate cr mW,

in reasonable agreement with the intracavity powers measured in the

SCCL at the switching transitions. This result is also consistent

with the results of a more thorough analysis by Kirkby et al. [70),

who estimate that self-focusing becomes significant at 6 mW in DH

20 jm oxide stripe GaAs/GaA1As lasers. Sommers [71] calculates a

critical power for lateral hole burning in oxide stripe lasers

based on an original model by Hakki [72], and obtains figures in

the region of 10-20 mW based on a more drastic definition of

critical power.
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4 Dti1r1IDN tEF YNdMIEL ‘tUJ ©FF BIUJE

1r11L:DNILUJt:TIDIR LfR

A detailed discussion of the dynamical behaviour of bistable lasers

would require numerical analysis based on the semi-classical

(coupled Maxwell—Bloch) equations with feedback-controlled boundary

conditions [1,5,6]. A qualitative understanding of such details as

overdriven switching times, critical slowing down, regenerative

pulsations and bifurcation from a stable state through a hierarchy

of instabilities can be gained by analogy with other systems

undergoing a non-equilibrium first-order phase transition and hence

governed by similar equations. Even if we were to neglect all

phase relations in the semi-classical equations, thereby confining

ourselves to a discussion of quasi-equilibrium switching times and

damped relaxation oscillations using a rate equation approach, any

such discussion would require the inclusion of diffusion and

delayed feedback terms in the rate equations. This problem is far

beyond the scope of the simple analysis presented in Section 3.

Accordingly, we restrict ourselves here to some general and

qualitative remarks on the potential switching times of bistable
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laser devices, particularly in compound cavity absorptive systems,

the self-focused coupled cavity, the twin stripe laser and the

superlumine scent Fabry-Perot amplifier.

In considering the dynamical behaviour of a bistable device it is

essential to include the recovery time, which will limit the

cycling rate in repetitive operations (for example, in logic

systems).

It has already been pointed out in Section. 2.5 that there are four

characteristic times which determine the dynamical behaviour of a

bistable system. These are

(1) the optical transit time;

(2) the cavity photon lifetime;

(3) the nonlinearity response time;

(4) the time constant of the saturation process.

The switch-up time will be determined by (1), (3) and (4), the

switch-up threshold being determined by the cavity loss rate and

hence by (2). The switch-down time will be determined initially by

(1), (2) and (3), with an eventual recovery time determined by the

relaxation rate of the excited state. Recovery requires that the

lower state photon and carrier numbers be reset, which requires

several photon and carrier lifetimes.
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The round trip time depends only on the cavity optical length, the

photon lifetime on the quality factor of the cavity. The response

time of the nonlinearity is determined by the time constants of

generation and recombination as well as any other mechanisms

involved. It is usually negligible in carrier storing systems

unless thermal effects are involved. In the latter case the

response time is at best hundreds of picoseconds and usually

longer : the time constant is

Tth d2/8Dth (29)

for a bi-directional thermal diffusion process from a region of

characteristic dimension d (in this case the active layer

thickness) in a medium of thermal diffusivity Dth (:: 0.3 cm2 s

for GaAs, values for GaA1As, InP and GaInAsP not available). The

saturation time constant in semiconductor laser systems is usually

limited by carrier diffusion, effects such as gain antiguiding set

up to saturate self-focusing due to spatial hole burning being

extremely rapid. In small, low-Q devices the carrier diffusion times

between states will ultimately limit the switching speeds.
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4.1 SWITCHING TIMES

The following discussion applies to systems where switching is due

to a nonlinear refractive index, as where the cavity is swept into

resonance by its changing optical length, or where the modal

characteristics switch due to a changing index distribution. It is

formulated specifically for a nonlinear Fabry-Perot or ring cavity

containing a Kerr-like medium (intensity-dependent index n(I) = n0

+ n21), for which the time dependence of the output field is

+ [i - R exp{jø(t)}]ET(t) EO(t + Tc), (30)

where E(t)exp(-jt) is the field in the cavity at the output

coupler, (t)exp(-jct) the field transmitted by the same output

coupler, m0 is the cavity round trip time and ø(t) the round trip

phase change. The field equation is coupled by .i(t) to an

equation expressing the time-dependence of the spatially-averaged

refractive index, e.g. a Debye equation
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+ ø(t) = . +
(31)

in which : is the initial phase detuning, Tp, the convolved impulse

response and saturation times (effective Debye relaxation time) of

the nonlinearity, is a nonlinear coefficient which depends on the

photon lifetime and is also proportional to the effective Kerr

constant n2. These equations give the time evolution of the output

field and round trip phase change for slowly-varying input

conditions : they are equivalent to adopting a slowly-varying

envelope approximation [73], and give a lower limit for the

switching response : clearly the switching time is limited by T

and TR. They also predict such phenomena as overshoot and damped

oscillation (ringing) [74,75]. Finally, the switching times are

affected not only by the nEe time of the excitation but also by

its amplitude : critical slowing down occurs when the amplitude of

the switching stimulus approaches its threshold value [1,5,6].

4.2 RECOVERY TIMES

Recovery of a bistable laser requires not only switch-off but also

relaxation of the excited state the carrier and photon numbers in

the lower state must be reset, and this takes a few carrier and

photon lifetimes. Systems which store carriers in the lower state
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are expected to recover more rapidly than those which do not, and

if the lower state is below threshold recovery will be limited by

the spontaneous rather than the stimulated lifetime. Recovery

times for absorptive systems are therefore expected to be several

nanoseconds, those for subthreshold dispersive systems a few

nanoseconds, These estimates are consistent with the results of

experiments by Westlake et al. [50), who have measured limiting

cycling rates for bistable Fabry-Perot amplifiers to be : 250 MHz.

The limitation of the recovery time of a passive system by its

carrier lifetime has been demonstrated by altering this lifetime in

an etched GaAs etalon [76] and in a proton-bombarded GaAs/GaA1As

multiple quantum-well excitonic absorber [77]. The recovery times

of small, low-Q, carrier storing devices should be limited only by

the switch-down times.

4. 3 LIMITATIONS ON DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOUR

Twin-section or twin-diode absorptive systems are limited by

switching delays and long relaxation times due to spontaneous

recombination of excited electrons in the absorber. Though the

high carrier densities present at saturation may lead to initial

lifetime shortening, a rate equation analysis of twin diode lasers

has shown switching delays and transition times limited to a few
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nanoseconds by the spontaneous carrier lifetime [33]. The scheme

proposed by Suzuki et al. [36] using a saturably absorbing layer

deposited on one facet may have shorter switching delay and rise

time, but is still limited by a recovery time of some nanoseconds.

The self-focused coupled cavity laser, which used a long, high—Q

resonator, is presently limited by its optical transit time and

photon lifetime to switching times slightly less than a

microsecond. The present implementation using macroscopic optics,

whose physical size requires a long cavity, could be replaced by- a

smaller integrated version with a shorter photon lifetime, lower Q

and the elimination of alignment difficulties and consequent lack

of long-term stability. The ultimate limitation is the carrier

diffusion time between the self-focused Gaussian profiles

corresponding to the upper and lower states given by equation (8).

If the width changes by W0 from an initial width in a

bi-directional process in which the diffusion fronts are themselves

Gaussian-like, the process is very fast, having a time constant

TD
:: W0W0/2D,

(32)

where D (:: 78 cm2 s for lightly p-doped GaAs) is the electron

diffusion coefficient. Using the expression Wo =

knowing the function (I) (see [63]) and the photon numbers in the
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upper and lower states, we calculate a reasonable limit for rD to

be a few tens of picoseconds. Considering the transit time and

loss rate in an integrated device of physically realistic

construction, this would indicate a limit to the switching time of

a SCCL of slightly less than 100 ps.

In the case of the twin stripe laser, which is already an

integrated device and is not limited by size or loss rate, the

limit should again be the carrier diffusion time between states.

Here the diffusion process is a unidirectional one across a

distance .‘ (about half of the inter-stripe distance) and should

have a time constant

TTS Q2/D (33)

which is of the order of 200 ps for stripes separated by 3 i-.m.

This is greater than the postulated limit for the SCCL, but the

twin stripe laser has the advantages of simpler construction and

greater ease of optical triggering. The above estimate is

consistent with the analysis by Shore and Rozzi [78) of transverse

switching in single stripe lasers, predicting oscillation

frequencies of the order of 10 GHz.
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In the superluminescent Fabry-Perot amplifier, carrier diffusion

should be extremely rapid, but the device is believed to be limited

to slightly sub-nanosecond switching times and nanosecond recovery

times by the spontaneous carrier lifetime [8,49,50]. It is,

however, a useful compromise between the two extremes of absorptive

and waveguiding bistability, having optical gain, reasonable

stability, moderate speed and excellent sensitivity to optical

input signals. Its simple structure should make parallel

construction possible, although limitation in output power (due to

the saturation intensity of i05 W cm2) and power dissipation

many times that of comparable passive devices (e.g. GaAs/GaA1As

multiple quantum well dispersive etalons) may limit the utility of

this approach. Finally, it may be possible to achieve faster

spectral bistability in the FP amplifier by tuning the frequency

rather than the intensity of the input signal.

5 EDN’E1LiLiI’DNS

We have surveyed the achievement of optical bistability in

semiconductor lasers. Systems which switch by redistributing a

nearly constant number of carriers should be faster, though less

stable than systems which switch with large changes of carrier
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numbers. One system of the former type, the self-focused coupled

cavity laser, is analysed in some detail and is compared with the

twin stripe laser and the Fabry-Perot optical amplifier. It is

estimated that the potential switching speeds of the self-focused

twin diode laser and the twin stripe laser are of the order of a

hundred picoseconds, that of the amplifier several hundred

picoseconds. The amplifier enjoys a significant advantage (as much

as three orders of magnitude) in sensitivity and possesses optical

gain , but is limited in cycling rate by spontaneous carrier

relaxation and in output power by saturation effects.
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FIGURE 1

Representations of the characteristic curve of a bistable device

(a) experimental, and (b) theoretical.

FIGURE 2

Semiconductor laser systems which have demonstrated absorptive

optical bistability

(a) segmented contact laser;

(b) twin diode external cavity laser.

FIGURE 3

The cleaved-coupled-cavity (C3) laser, which has exhibited

bistability due to gain saturation above threshold

FIGURE 4

Dispersive bistable systems demonstrated to date

(a) diode in frequency selective external cavity;

(b) cleaved-coupled cavity;

(c) Fabry-Perot laser amplifier.
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FIGURE 5

Laser devices exhibiting waveguiding bistability

(a) closely coupled twin stripe laser

(after White et al. [60]);

(b) self-focused coupled cavity laser (SCCL).

FIGURE 6

Experimental implementation of the SCCL : two 20 jm oxide stripe

GaAs/GaA1As laser diodes LD1, LD2 are AR coated and coupled by

lenses L1-L4 via the external ring cavity formed by the mirrors

M1—M4. [61).

FIGURE 7

Experimental light-current characteristic of the SCCL with one

fixed current, displaying a hysteresis loop above threshold.

FIGURE &

Theoretical light-current characteristic of the SCCL with fixed

12= 160 mA, displaying a slight bowing nonlinearity but no

bistability.
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FIGURE 9

Theoretical light-current characteristic of the SCCL with fixed

12 210 mA, exhibiting bistability.

FIGURE 10

Schematic diagram of passive bistable system using a self-focusing

nonlinearity (after Bjorkholm et al. [67]. L is a linear focusing

lens, A an aperture and M the feedback mirror.

FIGURE 11

Simplified picture of spatial hole burning in wide stripe lasers

(a) injected current density distribution;

(b) subtractive recombination current density;

(c) resulting carrier density distribution near threshold;

(d) assumed refractive index distribution resulting in

self-focusing.
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VALUES OF PARM4ETERS USED IN CALCULATION

OFLIGHTCURRENT CHARACTERISTICS

laser wavelength 870 rn

laser diode length L 500 pm

laser diode stripe width W 1? pm

active region thickness d 0.2 pm

active region refractive index pact 3.60

passive layer refractive Index pass 3.40

effective refractive index 3.54

group refractive index ng 4.30

sponteous emission fraction a

linear index-carrier coefficient 5,1027 3

diode discrete loss act 10 cm”1

passive l.r loss
pass 20 cm

gain paremeterst a 3.1020 m2

b 400cm”1

loss paremeterst a’ 1,1021 m2

15 cm”’

effective reflectivity R 0.40

spontaneous carrier lifetime 2,5 ns

1’ : values of gain and loss paraneters frcm Buus (19S3),
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